OVERVIEW

Host your event HERE!

More than 200,000 square feet
of unique event space
Partial or Full Aquarium Rental
Accommodates groups of
guests 10 – 2,800
Innovative menus and seasonal cuisine, with
sustainable and locally sourced foods
and beverage
Supports green initiatives with
high-end compostable products
Event package includes linens, tables,
chiavari chairs, set up, service and clean up

BLU CULINARY CREATIONS, the exclusive caterer

for OdySea Aquarium, invites you to host your
event somewhere extraordinary!

Audio/Visual Capabilities
Vendor Support for event design,
décor, lighting and entertainment

Food prepared by:
Award-Winning
Executive Chef

Matt Zdeb

For more information
OdySeaAquarium.com/Events • 480.291.8237

Corporate Events • Weddings • Social Gatherings

VENUE
LOWER LEVEL All of lower level.
S 1,200 Guests
OCEAN ART Enjoy libations and small bites while
gazing at moon jellyfish, varieties of sharks and the
magnificent martini glass exhibit.
S 25 Guests
REEF JEWELS Party with Caribbean reef inhabitants such
as clownfish, banded butterfly fish and green moray eel.
The brilliant Great Barrier Reef is included in this space.
S 25 Guests

P 24 Guests

GREAT BARRIER REEF TUNNEL Enjoy an intimate dinner
under the bustling and bright tunnel which offers an immersive
tour through daily life inside Earth’s largest living structure,
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef.
P 24 Guests
DEEP OCEAN THEATER Dine under the sea with an
expansive view into a 200,000 gallon habitat featuring
sharks, rays and sea turtles. Expand your dinner into
Bizarre & Beautiful where guests can enjoy unusual
sights of the deep ocean including the majestic lionfish,
chambered nautilus and the Giant Pacific octopus.
S 250 Guests P 112 Guests

B 120 Guests

ADD BIZARRE & BEAUTIFUL:
S 400 Guests P 200 Guests B 250 Guests

CONFERENCE ROOM Host a meeting around a spacious
boardroom table with impressive views into Shark Waters.
P 14 Guests

B 14 Guests

VIP ROOM Host a group while taking in the inspiring
views of sea turtles, sharks and rays. Relax on oversized
couches while being treated to delicious cocktails
and a variety of menu collections.
S 24 Guests

P 16 Guests B 15 Guests

UPPER LEVEL All of upper level.
S 1,600 Guests
RIVERS OF THE WORLD Introduce your guests to the variety
of fearsome and fascinating species found in rivers all over the
world. From paddlefish and piranhas, to tropical birds and the
Asian small clawed otters, your guests will be entertained from
start to finish. Make sure not to miss Squidney the 2 toed sloth!
S 600 Guests

P 200 Guests

B 150 Guests

LIGHTHOUSE CAFÉ BLU Culinary Creations nautical-themed
restaurant is the perfect backdrop for your event. With our 37foot interactive Tidal Touch Exhibit and our massive Stingray
Touch Exhibit your guests will experience marine life up close.
S 900 Guests

B 300 Guests

PENGUIN POINT Adore Pip, Polly and the whole OdySea
penguin family. Our African black-footed penguins will create
a buzz with their charismatic personalities and aquatic skill
leaving your guests with a lasting impression. Great space for
kid friendly events with multiple interactive elements to keep
them busy. Amazing add on space to Rivers of the World and
the Lighthouse Cafe.
S 100 Guests

P 48 Guests

S Strolling Food Stations

B 100 Guests

P Plated Meal

B Buffet

